This class is open nationally with a focus on trends that are impacting: Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming and Montana.

This updated class will cover new and existing drug trends, stash, identifiers, terms, logos, clothing lines, marijuana concentrates and more. Whether you are a previous attendee or a newbie...this class will be relevant & important to you. As we move into spring break, and then summer, this class will be imperative for all sectors throughout the region. This training will break down the sweeping trends of drug concentrates and all of the new products, terms, paraphernalia, concealment and associated trends. In addition, there are new popular culture items such as: clothing lines, stash compartments, legalization trends, drug logos, terms and much more.

Due to the products that are being sold and distributed, legally or illegally, it is EXTREMELY important to educate yourself on these different products and the items that are hitting our streets, schools, and our communities. As we see changes in the drug culture -- new drug influenced clothing lines, stash compartments, everyday items that can be associated with the drug world, are continuing to evolve.

This class will also discuss: changes in the designer drug world, high potency THC extraction and concealment, dangers of hash oil Labs. These new trends are very popular and it is important for all who are involved in prevention, education, treatment or enforcement to understand these sweeping changes in the drug culture.

TOPICS COVERED IN THE TRAINING

- MARIJUANA CONCENTRATES & THE MANY DIFFERENT LOOKS OF WAX AND OIL
- NEW DRUG CLOTHING RELATED AND INFLUENCED CLOTHING LINES
- UPDATES ON MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION
- NEW MARIJUANA PRODUCTS
- A DEEPER LOOK INTO COMMUNITY SCANS AND IDENTIFICATION IN YOUR COMMUNITY, SCHOOLS, JAILS, AND TRAFFIC STOPS
- DESIGNER DRUGS AND NEW DESIGNER DRUG IDENTIFIERS
- UNDERSTANDING THE POPULARITY OF BUTANE HONEY OIL / DABBING
- VARIOUS WAYS OF EXTRACTING HIGH POTENCY DRUGS
- E-DEVICES AND OTHER VARIOUS DEVICES
- PORTABLE VAPORIZERS
- MARIJUANA EDIBLES AND HOMEMADE PRODUCTS
- HASH OIL LABS, IDENTIFIERS, EXPLOSIONS AND THE DANGERS
- OTHER ASSOCIATED EDM EVENTS
REGISTRATION FORM – Idaho Falls

**Date:** Monday, February 22, 2016

**Location:** Hilton Garden Inn
700 Lindsay Blvd, Idaho Falls, ID 83402

**Hotel Phone:** (208) 522-9500

---

**Class Cost**
$90.00 per person

---

**Date:** _________

**Name:** ______________________________

**Title:** ______________________________

**Organization:** _______________________

**Address:** ____________________________

**Phone:** ______________________________

**City:** ____________ **State:** ___ **Zip:** _____

**Email:** ____________________________

---

I understand that J. Chad Professional Training, LLC. **gives no refunds** and if I need to cancel I will need to find a substitute to take my place. I understand that it is the payment that secures my seat. If payment is not received within 45 days of registration, my registration may be canceled.

**Signature:** ____________________________